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6

Abstract7

The study looked at the Responsibility to protect (R2P) principle in shaping international8

military intervention with particular reference to Syria. The study adopted a qualitative9

research methodology and a case study research design. Three key respondents were drawn10

from the Zimbabwe Republic Police, Zimbabwe National Army and the Ministry of Foreign11

Affairs on the basis of their previous experiences in various United Nations peacekeeping12

missions. The findings of the study indicated that the R2P was important as it was saving13

lives of Syrian civilians who continue to die as a result of the protracted conflict. The study14

further established that the causes of the Syrian conflict were motivated by social, economic,15

political and religious factors. Self-interests of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC)16

members in the Syrian conflict were one of the major reasons why both humanitarian and17

military interventions under R2P have failed. The divisions among the Permanent Members of18

the UNSC has resulted in the selective application of the R2P norm at the expense of19

fostering peace in Syria. The study recommended that there was greater need for the United20

Nations to urgently invoke military intervention under the R2P in order to end the mass21

atrocities in Syria. Furthermore, there is need to reform the UNSC as its current structure22

clearly places disproportionate amount of power and influence over the actions of the23

international community in the hands of a few powerful nations.24

25

Index terms— responsibility to protect, military intervention, sovereignty, member-states.26

1 Introduction27

fter the Cold war, international politics has been characterised by increased focus on human rights ??Brown,28
2008). In some countries such as Iraq, Syria, Libya, South Sudan and Palestine, human rights are being violated29
while United Nations (UN) memberstates continuously engage in protracted debates on whether to intervene in30
order to prevent further bloodshed. The use of force to prevent gross human rights violations in other states is31
highly controversial because it violates fundamental norms and principles in international relations protecting32
states from interference by other states, such as the principles of state sovereignty and non-intervention. However,33
in September 2005 at the UN World Summit in New York, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) unanimously34
adopted the R2P principle. According to Evans (2012), R2P is a set of principles that provide the international35
community with a framework for taking action to prevent or stop mass atrocities.36

Gartner (2011) points out that the R2P principle was in response to a number of recent historical cases which37
included the Rwandan genocide of 1994 which killed thousands of people, the massacre of 8,000 Bosnian civilians38
in Srebrenica in 1995, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) air bombardment of Kosovo in 1999.39
On 17 March 2011 the UNSC adopted Resolution 1973 which demanded an immediate ceasefire of all hostilities40
in the civil conflict in Libya and authorised the international community to impose a nofly zone to enforce41
this ceasefire. On 19 March 2011 implementation of Resolution 1973 commenced as French fighter jets bombed42
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4 IV. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

military vehicles belonging to the former Libyan leader Colonel Mummar Gadaffi’s regime that were advancing43
on the rebel stronghold of Benghazi. According to Bellamy (2012) NATO assumed command of all operations44
relating to enforcement of the no-fly zone on 31 March 2011 which ultimately and actively helped foster regime45
change in Libya. On 31 October 2011 the UN effectively ended NATO’s mandate for military action on the basis46
of Resolution 1973. The military intervention in Libya was the first time that the UNSC explicitly authorised47
the use of military force.48

The 2011 Syrian uprising is part of the wider Arab revolts against governments and its leaders. These49
demonstrations across Syria developed into a nationwide revolt organised by opposition left thousands of civilians50
dead ??Beauchamp, 2012). According to UN (2012) over 220 000 innocent civilians were killed since the war51
broke out in 2011. Adams (2015) asserts that government forces were accused of dropping crude improvised52
barrel bombs packed with chemical weapons targeting extremist groups linked to the Islamic State of Iraq. The53
above examples show the need for intervention through the R2P principle as a useful norm in shaping military54
humanitarian intervention in any state. Notwithstanding the successful implementation of the R2P principle in55
Libya which culminated in the ouster of Colonel Gaddafi’s regime from power in Libya, the situation in Syria56
is however different. Adams (2015) allude that there is a lack of political will from the The Responsibility to57
Protect Principle in Shaping International Military Intervention:58

The Case of Syria international community to use the R2P through the United Nations to intervene and59
stopping the civil war in Syria. The turmoil and massive human rights violations have led to numerous calls60
for the international community to take decisive action by implementing the R2P principle in Syria just like in61
Libya.62

II.63

2 Purpose of the Study64

The purpose of this study is to assess the impact of using the R2P principle in shaping military intervention in65
Syria.66

3 III. Research design and Methodology67

A case study research design was chosen for the study. A case study allowed for the assessment of the use of68
the R2P norm as a tool for military intervention in the Syrian conflict. According to Silverman (2008) the case69
study design allows examination of how particular actions and perceptions are embedded in particular patterns70
of social organisations. Purposive sampling was chosen for the study. Three key informants drawn from the71
Zimbabwe National Army (ZNA), Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The72
three participants were chosen on the basis of their United Nations peace keeping experiences in various missions73
in Africa and Asia.74

The respondent from the ZNA gave views on the use the merits and demerits of military intervention under75
the R2P principle in Syria while the ZRP discussed on the effects of the prolonged use of the R2P on the internal76
security of Syria. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs official highlighted on the impact of the UNSC on the use of the77
R2P principle in Syria. Documentary search relied on documents such as the United Nations General Assembly’s78
Resolutions on Syria, United Nations Security Council Resolutions on Syria, and UN Secretary-General’s Annual79
Reports on Syria. Peer reviewed journal articles, textbooks and newspaper articles relating to the Syrian crisis80
were also reviewed.81

4 IV. Literature Review and Theoretical Framework82

This section provided a review of available literature on the R2P principle with particular interest on how it could83
be used to shape humanitarian intervention in Syria. The study relied on the theory of liberal institutionalism.84
The theory emphasises the role that international organisations and international society play in world affairs.85
Liberal institutionalism argues that in order for there to be peace in international affairs, states must cooperate86
with each other and in effect yield some of their sovereignty to create integrated communities aimed at promoting87
economic growth and respond to regional and international security issues (Keohane, 2012). According to Bull88
(2010) international society exists when a group of states, conscious of certain common interests and common89
values, for a society which binds them through common set of rules in their relations within one another and90
share in working together. Keohane (2012) identified four characteristics of liberal institutionalism namely;91
multiple channels which allow for interaction among actors across national borders, increasing interaction and92
links between actors and non-state actors, states seeking to maximise absolute gains through cooperation, and93
also addressing the greatest obstacle to cooperation in world affairs due to non-compliance or cheating by states.94

The Theory of Liberal Institutionalism also postulates that non-state actors and those that are marginalised95
by the modernist project can be brought back into world affairs as it focuses on international organisations and96
international regimes that are based on rules, norms and principles governing interaction of state and non-state97
actors (Jackson and Sorensen, 2012). Keohane (2012) assert that the international regimes such as principles,98
norms, rules and procedures contain injunctions on behaviour and obligations. The rise in globalisation and99
concerns over terrorism, drug trafficking and pandemics such as HIV and AIDS has shown that states can no100
longer react unilaterally to these threats but rather through regional and global regimes where policy responses101
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can be coordinated in dealing with such new security threats (Jackson and Sorensen, 2012). For instance, the102
development of the African Union is a good example of how states have formed regional communities aimed at103
dealing with policy issues. It can be argued that the African Union has created a set of rules permitting states104
to collectively achieve outcomes which cannot be obtained acting individually ??Evans, 2008).105

Liberal institutionalism has enabled states to deal with security issues such as nuclear nonproliferation, civil106
wars and the threat of terrorism through international organisations such as the United Nations (Hoffman,107
2010). Liberal institutionalism believes in the common interests of human beings and that they are capable108
of cooperating in domestic affairs as well as in international affairs for the benefit of all. Examples of the109
African Union and the United Nations demonstrate that international cooperation is possible. International110
institutions promote cooperation between states which reduces the lack of trust between states. Resultantly, the111
development of norms and principles such as the R2P principle demonstrate the role international organisations112
play in international relations. The Theory of Liberal Institutionalism is therefore relevant to evaluating the use113
of military intervention in Syria as the obtaining situation requires international cooperation.114

5 a) The Concept of Responsibility to Protect (R2P)115

The concept of R2P evolved out of dismay at the international community’s failure to prevent mass atrocities in116
Rwanda and other countries in the 1990s. It represents a re-conceptualisation of the relationship between state117
sovereignty and human rights in which sovereignty is viewed ’not as an absolute term of authority but as a kind118
of responsibility’ (Thakur, 2013: 251). In general terms, R2P seeks to prevent and respond to genocide and other119
mass atrocity crimes by recognising duties held by individual states and the international community (Lie, 2008).120

The term R2P was coined by the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS)121
which was established in the aftermath of NATO’s military action during the Kosovo crisis of 1999 and whose122
report was published in 2001 ??Evans and Sahnoun, 2001). It is often described as an emerging international123
norm which sets forth that states have the primary responsibility to protect their populations from genocide,124
war crimes, crimes against humanity and ethnic cleansing and when a state fails to protect its populations, the125
responsibility falls on the international community (International Coalition for the Responsibility to protect,126
2001:2). The R2P is only intended to protect people against certain specified mass crimes when the State in127
which they are taking place is ’manifestly failing’ to do so ??Evans, 2011). This view is similar to the original128
United Nations General Assembly World Summit Outcome Document (2005) which articulated that the R2P129
approach assigns states the primary responsibility to protect its citizens from war crimes, crimes against humanity,130
genocide and ethnic cleansing. Only if this responsibility has not been acted upon domestically, responsibility131
is transferred to the international community which is allowed to use force as an instrument of last resort and132
when other peaceful means have failed.133

The R2P encompasses instruments of early warning, conflict prevention, mediation, good governance, military134
enforcement and may even extent into peace building and reconciliation after the end of a conflict. Despite the135
emphasis that R2P has much broader aspects, there is nevertheless a persistent and widespread perception that136
R2P is essentially synonymous with military action in response to mass atrocities ??Evans, 2011). Indeed, the137
elastic nature of the R2P definition has sometimes created confusion. This unfortunately contributes to resistance138
of the R2P by some quarters and has also led to a tendency to overlook the importance of non-military efforts to139
mitigate mass atrocities. According to Thakur (2013), military activities or their threat can indeed be useful to140
prevent or halt mass atrocities with the caveat that R2P is more than military action. Although there is growing141
international acceptance of R2P, a minority of states remain suspicious of the concept, particularly because142
its association with non-consensual military action for humanitarian purposes presents challenges to traditional143
notions of state sovereignty and non-intervention in domestic affairs (Garwood-Gowers, 2012). Those concerns are144
worsened by a perception that R2P is being applied selectively and inconsistently as a tool of powerful Western145
states ??Boreham, 2011).146

It should be noted that most academic attention and political debate on R2P has centred on the military147
intervention aspect of the concept rather than the preventive dimension which offers the greatest potential to148
enhance civilian protection. The former UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon stressed that the best form of149
protection is prevention. According to Ban Ki-moon, prevention saves lives as well as resources (UNSG, 2011).150
Breau (2007) acknowledges that while others disagree with this view, in practice, preventive action has remained151
an under-utilised part of the R2P norm. He further posits that decisive international action to protect civilians152
has usually been taken only after full-scale conflict or mass violence has erupted. The R2P therefore offers a153
more effective international engagement platform aimed at assisting states under stress or at risk of imminent154
crisis. This potential stems from R2P’s dual functions as a ’speech act’ to catalyse political will for earlier155
action, and as a specific ’policy agenda’ for preventing mass atrocities ??Bellamy, 2009:160). Furthermore,156
R2P’s major contribution to advancing the protection of civilians agenda lies in its scope and ability to mobilise157
political support for operational preventive action in circumstances where a state is willing but unable to fulfil its158
obligations under the principle. Where there are initial signs of violence that threatens civilians, R2P may act as159
the catalyst for the international community to offer timely assistance to a state to stabilise a volatile situation160
before it escalates to the point of mass atrocities. In such circumstances, international involvement occurs with161
the consent of the state. The international community’s engagement in Kenya’s post-election unrest in 2008 is a162
good example.163
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8 D) INTERNATIONAL DEBATES ON THE R2P

6 b) Coercive Measures of the Responsibility to Protect164

The R2P envisages the possibility of preventive deployment of military forces to assist a state that is under stress.165
The UN Secretary-General’s 2009 Report expressly states that ”pillar two could also encompass military assistance166
to help beleaguered States deal with armed non-state actors threatening both the State and its population”167
(UNSG, 2009). In this regard, R2P is entirely consistent with, and seeks to build on, earlier UN reports that168
have identified preventive deployment of peace operations in the early stages of unrest as an important component169
of the Security Council’s tools for preventing conflict and maintaining international peace and security ??Brahimi,170
2000). Despite long-standing UN recommendations to utilise preventive deployment, there has been little progress171
towards implementing such a vision. In fact, the UN Security Council’s approach to conflict situations has172
continued to be reactive in nature, intervening only after societies have Volume XVIII Issue III Version I 43 ( F173
) disintegrated and full-scale conflict has broken out ??Breau, 2012). This is despite the R2P’s explicit emphasis174
on preventive action to assist states under stress could provide an opportunity to finally realise the potential of175
preventive deployment.176

Preventive deployment usually consist of ’multifaceted operations with at least three constitutive pillarsmili-177
tary, political and socio-economic’ (Stamnes, 2011:19). In addition, given that every R2P situation will be based178
on its own set of historical, political and cultural circumstances, each preventive deployment should be specifically179
tailored to those conditions on a case-by-case basis. However, existing UN peace forces are not trained to identify180
the risks of, or respond to genocide and other mass atrocity crimes due to limited capacity. The UN Secretary-181
General acknowledged that current UN missions are ’constrained by limited resources, competing mandated182
priorities, and operating areas that are confined by national borders’ (UNSG, 2011).183

7 c) Non-coercive Measures of the Responsibility to Protect184

Article 34 of the UN Charter gives the Security Council the power to ”investigate any dispute, or any situation185
that might lead to international friction or give rise to a dispute, in order to determine whether the continuation186
of the dispute or situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security”. While this187
investigative function remains under-utilised, former Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in 2011 referred to Article188
34 as a basis for a range of noncoercive preventive measures in the face of impending crises (UNSG, 2011). Two189
of the tools mentioned by the Secretary-General are the use of preventive diplomacy and mediation to de-escalate190
situations where mass atrocity crimes are looming as well as the deployment of fact-finding missions or human191
rights monitors. Kenya stands as an example of the successful employment of such preventive tools in an R2P192
context ??Evans, 2010). Early action by African Union mediators with the support of the United Nations and civil193
society actors contributed to the reduction of post-election violence. The Global Centre for the Responsibility194
to Protect (GCR2P, 2010:2) described the international engagement in the Kenyan crisis as a model of ”how195
non-coercive tools, such as mediation, can help halt atrocities when employed early with sufficient resources196
and international support”. Others such as Bellamy (2010) have however suggested that the African Union’s197
involvement, rather than R2P, was the major catalyst for international engagement with Kenya. Nevertheless, it198
should be appreciated that R2P strategies played a role in the international community’s diplomatic response as199
non-coercive tools were effective in diffusing mounting violence in Kenya.200

The second form of non-coercive preventive action is the deployment of fact-finding missions or human rights201
monitors in the face of mounting violence. Such missions have the potential of contributing towards the protection202
of civilians. For instance, the presence of international players on the ground may help to deescalate a volatile203
situation and contribute to a decrease in violence. ??vans (2011) cites the example of the 2005 establishment of a204
UN human rights monitoring field operation in Nepal as contributing to a ”dramatic reduction in violations, with205
summary executions and disappearances nearly eliminated”. According to ??einstein (2007) where the presence206
of a UN mission is not sufficient to prevent violence from increasing, such field operations may still be able to207
operate as a valuable source of information-gathering and reporting for R2P early-warning systems. By sounding208
the alarm bells on possible mass atrocity crimes, such a mission could contribute to the mobilisation of political209
support for more robust international assistance involving coercive measures.210

8 d) International Debates on the R2P211

There has been a series of efforts to operationalise R2P both within the reasoning as well as the daily work of212
institutions aimed at building political support for the concept (De Franco, 2015). The R2P is a principled norm213
that does not create precise legal obligations and therefore its implementation is largely dependent on practice214
and precedence (Betts & Orchard, 2014). According to Welsh (2014) the R2P is a complex norm containing215
more than one set of prescriptions, which not only apply to different actors (for example in Pillar One, national216
governments, and in the case of Pillars Two and Three, to various international actors), but also exist at different217
levels of specificity. This means that there are substantial variations in the degree and nature of implementation218
of different prescriptions and that one set of prescriptions therefore may become more heavily ’weighted’ in the219
overall understanding of the norm. Welsh (2014:136) rightly stresses that ”whether or not military intervention220
occurs is not an appropriate test for effectiveness. The R2P’s core function as a norm is to emphasise what is221
appropriate and to shine a spotlight on what is deemed inappropriate”. R2P’s strength should be measured by222
the degree to which notions of protection are invoked by international actors during times of real or imminent223
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crisis. The R2P should also be measured on how it serves as a catalyst for debate. Therefore what the second224
and third pillars of R2P demand is a ’duty of conduct’ by members of the international community to identify225
when atrocity crimes are being committed (or when there is threat thereof) and to deliberate on how the three226
pillar framework might apply” (Bellamy in Welsh, 2014).227

Many interventions have been falsely justified in terms of humanitarianism and in turn tarnished the credibility228
of the norm ??Wheeler, 2000). Moreover,229
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10 ( F )231

Stuenkel (2014:11) observes how literature relating to the use of force tends to crudely differentiate between232
the ’pro-interventionist Global North and a prosovereignty Global South. This can be attributed to the fact233
that military intervention has often been deemed as representing a ’Trojan horse’ ??Weiss, 2004). Exhorting an234
appearance of humanitarian concern while concealing neo-imperialist strategic interests; the legacy of the 2003235
Iraq invasion best demonstrates this perception. While R2P does not alter pre-existing norms, rooting itself236
in international law regarding the coercive use of force when operationalised R2P directly violates conventional237
understandings of territorial integrity and sovereign independence. Notably, the third and final pillar of R2P238
stipulates that certain provisions ought to be met prior to implementation. Traditionally, the use of force for239
the defence of human rights has been challenged by legal and moral discussions regarding issues of legitimacy240
and selectivity. In this sense, nonadherence, as Hehir (2012:207) argues, can be understood as being due to the241
misuse of the duty to intervene, rather than defending sovereignty as an absolute inviolability irreconcilable with242
humanitarian interventionism.243

It should be appreciated that there is currently no single world system which could effectively implement244
the R2P. As observed in the Libyan scenario, different elements are implemented by different actors at different245
levels. The fragmentation and divisions at regional and global level regarding the R2P that presently exist fuels246
criticism against application of R2P. The UN has also demonstrated its inability to implement its own resolution247
on the R2P due to significant resource gap. The UN does not have the military means for a rapidly deployable248
R2P operations and therefore delegate the implementation to militarily more capable actors most of whom it has249
practically no oversight control. This has tended to weaken the implementation of the R2P.250

11 e) The Syrian Conflict251

The Syrian conflict erupted in March 2011 after the torture of some students who had painted antigovernment252
graffiti (Thakur, 2013). The anti-government protests grew steadily across Syria as tens of thousands of Syrians253
demanded extensive reforms as well as the resignation of President Bashar al-Assad. Faced with growing uprising,254
the Syrian government resorted to unleashing violence against the protesters while also banning many foreign255
journalists (Gifkins, 2012:375). Realising that the anti-government demonstrations continued to persist, the256
Syrian government adopted a harsher strategy and bombarded the city of Dera where the protests broke out257
(Thakur, 2013). In 2012 the growing unrest reached Damascus, the capital city and later Aleppo before becoming258
a fully-fledged civil war. The protestors were demanding more freedom and political and economic reforms259
(Allison, 2013). According to Hansson (2014) Syria became a battlefield between governmental forces and rebels260
following the crackdown on protestors by military forces in 2011.261

By mid 2011, a number of opposition groups were formed against the Assad regime in Syria. The Syrian262
National Council (SNC) created in Turkey in October 2011 is the largest opposition group ??Trenin, 2013:6).263
The SNC has pursued a total regime change agenda in Syria and called on the international community to264
intervene. The SNC established the Free Syrian Army (FSA) which includes deserters from military forces and265
rebellious civilians. The goal of the FSA was to overthrow the Assad regime (ICRtoP, 2013). The establishment266
of a rebel army led to the breakdown of dialogue aimed at preventing the outbreak of a civil war. By the end of267
2011, the Syrian government had lost control of many cities and the conflict had also evolved into a major civil268
war among ethnic, sectarian and ideological groupings (Gifkins, 2012:375). Many different minorities, such as269
the Alawites, Christians and Kurds took up arms in order to protect their villages in case of repercussions for270
historical reasons by other minorities or even the majority Sunni in an effort to establish autonomous regions.271

It is important to also appreciate that Assad’s refusal to relinquish power gave rise to the creation and272
competition of two axis. The pro-Assad axis consist of Russia, China, Iran Venezuela and North Korea while273
the anti-Assad axis consists of the United States of America, European countries, Turkey and some Arab states274
(ICRtoP, 2013). These two axis have been supporting either the Assad regime or the rebels in accordance with275
their own interests. In fact, Syria has become a regional and international battlefield with various groups with276
very different ideologies involved in a multi-layered conflict (ICRto P, 2013). Since the Syrian conflict began in277
2011, over 280,000 people have been killed ?? The Syrian government has not been able to stop mass atrocities278
and has also committed most of them. The international community has not been able to prevent further279
escalation of the conflict or to create a common approach to the Syrian crisis, arguably as a result of Russian and280
Chinese vetoes of every proposed resolution in the UN Security Council (Human Rights Commission, 2012). The281
danger and illegitimacy of Western interventions in previous instances are repeatedly used by Russia and China282
as examples illustrating the negative consequences unilateral action could result in. Trenin (2013:6) argues that283
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the NATO-led intervention in Libya and the subsequent removal of Gaddafi damaged Western credibility in the284
minds of the Russian authorities. The intervention in Libya, for instance according to the Russian leaders had285
shown that when certain states take it in their own hands to act beyond the UN mandate, it not only damages286
the responsibility of the UN to deal collectively and multilaterally with threats to peace and security, but it also287
leads to chaos.288

Due to the persisting humanitarian crisis in Syria which is immense, there is an opportunity for the international289
community to utilise the R2P to restore peace and security in the country. The R2P principle notwithstanding290
some of the apparent challenges remains an effective mechanism for shaping humanitarian intervention and291
stopping mass atrocities occurring daily in Syria. The Assad regime in Syria has not only immensely failed to292
abide by Pillar One of R2P, but also bears primary responsibility for the ongoing commission of mass atrocities293
and crimes, exacerbated by their refusal of Pillar Three involving intervention. As hostile divisions thrive within294
Syria, the UNSC continues to fail in enforcing compliance with intervention. Outside political influence, including295
western liberal democracies and the wider Middle Eastern regional powers, continue to weaken Syria’s chances296
of ceasing hostilities.297

12 f) Role of the UNSC in the Syrian Crisis298

Taking into account the multiple use of the veto by Russia and China in Syria, it is imperative to analyse the use299
of the veto in such situations. The veto goes back to the founding of the UN in 1945 and was seen as a way of300
enticing the Great Powers into the UN ??Evans, 2013). Overtime, the veto, and the threat of a veto, has given301
the powers major leverage that they have never been willing to limit in any previous UN reform package. This302
view was eloquently articulated by the Russian President Vladimir Putin who wrote to a Russian and foreign303
audience indicating that; ”Let me remind you that the veto right is not a whim but an integral part of the global304
system codified in the UN Charter” (Zongze, 2012). The UNSC is a political body which gives major power to its305
five permanent members namely; United States of America, Britain, France, China and Russia. More often than306
not, its voting rules have ended in stalemate. This has been a major reason why both humanitarian intervention307
and R2P have been perceived as politically driven and selective because of the workings of the UNSC.308

Importantly, the authorisation and enforcement of R2P rests firmly with the UNSC. This status is derived from309
the UN Charter which has the primary responsibility for maintaining international peace and security (United310
Nations Charter Article 24). The UNSC is the one that assesses whether there is a threat to peace, breach311
of peace or an act of aggression and also decides whether and what kind of measures (without or with force)312
should be taken to deal with the situation (United Nations Charter Articles 39, 41 and 42). In addition, through313
United Nations Charter Article 25) all UN member states agreed to accept and carry out decisions of the UNSC.314
Furthermore, the R2P is considered to be a normative standard and a moral imperative of the international315
community hence paragraph 139 of the World Summit Outcome Document (2005) recognises that the UNSC has316
the authority to invoke the R2P. Calls for restricting or even eliminating the veto available to the fivepermanent317
member states of the UNSC are as old as the UN itself.318

The former Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon in his Report on the R2P in 2011 urged the permanent members319
”to refrain from employing or threatening to employ the veto in situations of manifest failure” in order to meet320
their obligations concerning R2P and therefore called them to ”a mutual understating to that effect” ??Glanville,321
2012:325). France holds the belief that the permanent membership and the veto should not be considered a322
privilege but a responsibility. Therefore, the UNSC should be an institution that finds solutions and not one323
that will paralyse them. The United Kingdom generally support the idea not to use its veto in cases of mass324
atrocities. The USA accepts R2P including the issue of military intervention. Bearing in mind the vast military325
power that the USA enjoys before other countries, it does not want to be restricted or controlled by the UNSC.326
Even when the UNSC confirms USA’s position, USA tends to reserve itself the role of327
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arbiter of the Council. Hence, USA does not want any type of restriction to its veto ??Evans, 2013). It is by far329
the most influential UN member state as it sets the UN agenda, and its policy on R2P will continue to be the330
most decisive in conditioning the UN’s record of R2P implementation (Glanville, 2012).331

Zongze (2012) points out that Arab and Western countries introduced draft resolutions in October 2011 as332
well as in 2012 calling for an end to the flow of arms into Syria. President Bashar al Assad was requested to yield333
key power to a deputy, to have a government of national unity, and for preparations to hold free presidential and334
parliamentary elections. China and Russia have however vetoed all these resolutions as they are opposed to any335
resolution which could set off a chain of events leading to one similar to UNSC Resolution 1973 that authorised336
military intervention in Libya. The two countries have further advanced several arguments that such a resolution337
would put Syria on the path to civil war; the Security Council should not dictate internal politics and succession;338
and the only solution to the Syrian crisis is through an inclusive, Syrian led process to address the legitimate339
aspirations of the people in an environment free of violence and human rights abuses (Garwood-Gowers, 2012).340

It is also interesting to note that Russian has been the most explicit about the connection of Libya and Syria.341
It has repeatedly stated that it will not accept a ”Libya-style” solution for Syria. The Russian President, Putin342
even went further to point out that; ”Learning from that bitter experience, we are against any UNSC resolutions343
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that could be interpreted as a signal for military interference in the domestic processes of Syria” (Putin, 2012). It344
is also not difficult to appreciate that Russia has long-standing ties with Syria and sees these ties as a way to keep345
Russian influence in Middle East discussions including selling Syria military supplies and having a naval base346
in Syria. According to Russia, the veto is an ’indispensable element of the international system which ensures347
checks and balances’ and also stimulates members to seek compromise and consensus. Furthermore, the veto is a348
safeguard to the UN against ’doubtful undertakings’ such as the use of force over Kosovo in 1999 and in Iraq in349
2003 or the ’pushing of Syria towards collapse’ (Garwood-Gowers, 2012). Additionally, Russia believes that not350
vetoing Libya led to the bombing and toppling of the ’legitimate government’ hence continues to stoutly resist351
efforts to authorise any robust resolution for dealing with the Syrian crisis.352

China has rather strict and traditional understanding regarding state sovereignty and noninterference in the353
internal affairs. It supports Pillar 1 of the R2P and calls for a ’constructive assistance’ with regards to Pillar354
II on the part of the international community by respecting the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the host355
country (Zongze, 2012). With regards to Pillar 1 and Pillar II, Libya has been referred as ”a negative case study”356
(Garwood-Gowers, 2012). Zongze (2012) further argues that Libya demonstrated how the R2P proved nothing357
more than the pursuit of hegemony in the name of humanity hence Russia and China have used a double veto358
in the Security Council to block even mild punishments for Syria. China therefore calls for a peaceful solution359
first in Syria and only supports the use of force if that is conducted in a prudent way, authorised by the Security360
Council and on a case-by-case basis.361

It is important to state that there is heightened caution about Western invasion of Syria on the pretext of362
R2P. The R2P raises international consciousness but does not significantly improve the international response363
to humanitarian crises. In this regard, it is prudent to strengthen international law based on obligations rather364
than discretionary rights. The threat of vetoes has led to repeated efforts to water down resolutions, for example365
by taking out any mention of the word sanctions. This reinforces the fact that with current UN rules, future366
R2P resolutions are likely to be blocked, or to be so toothless that they put little additional pressure on states.367

14 g) Importance of using the R2P principle in shaping military368

intervention in Syria369

The use of the R2P principle in shaping military intervention in Syria is noble as it was designed to halt or370
avert the suffering of defenceless minorities by state or sub-state groups. However, R2P has not been objectively371
implemented in states torn by conflicts due to inter-play of factors on the international arena. Furthermore,372
the R2P becomes important if interventions address the root-cause of the conflict but in many instances it falls373
short if one looks at the Libyan case in 2011. The intervention by NATO created a security vacuum instead of374
achieving security. In situations like the one in Syria, only military intervention can directly put a stop to the375
massacre of civilians. The military intervention is a key tool for preventing escalation of conflict and massacre376
of civilians by the Syrian government and the opposition forces. It is quite apparent that non-military measures,377
such as, diplomatic efforts, economic sanctions, travel bans, and arms embargo, have failed to bring to an end378
the conflict in Syria and in particular the mass atrocities of innocent civilians. Surely, it is clear that military379
intervention is required to stop the aggressive attacks on civilians in Syria. The international community cannot380
continue to cling onto failed efforts to justify its lack of action. By not invoking the deployment of military forces381
under R2P, the United Nations Security Council is failing to uphold its international mandate of maintaining382
world peace through protecting defenceless populations across the world.383

15 h) Causes of the Syrian conflict384

The Captain from ZNA pointed out that:385
The causes of the Syrian conflict are multi-faceted ranging from clash of interests of the Great Powers (Russia386

and America), interference in the domestic affairs of a sovereign state, dictatorship, repressions, good governance,387
and regime change agenda by Western governments (especially the USA for its ultra-motives).388

The other research participants highlighted during interviews that the civil war in Syria can be attributed to389
the lack of economic, social and political freedoms amongst the populace. Crimes against humanity and violations390
of human rights are being committed through uprisings, anti-government protests or civil wars. Thus, thousands391
of civilian people are being killed in furtherance of personal agendas.392

These views above are also supported by the findings made by Thakur (2013) who noted that the Syrian conflict393
erupted in March 2011 after the torture of some students who had painted anti-government graffiti. The anti-394
government protests grew steadily across Syria as tens of thousands of Syrians demanded extensive reforms as well395
as the resignation of President Bashar al-Assad. Faced with growing uprising, the Syrian government resorted396
to unleashing violence against the protesters while also banning many foreign journalists (Gifkins, 2012:375).397
Realising that the anti-government demonstrations were persisting, the Syrian government adopted a harsher398
strategy and bombarded Dera, the city where the protests broke out (Thakur, 2013). In 2012, the growing unrest399
reached Damascus, the capital city and later Aleppo before becoming a fullyfledged civil war. The protestors400
were demanding more freedom and political and economic reforms ??Allison, 2013).According to Hansson (2014),401
Syria became a battlefield between governmental forces and rebels following a crackdown on protestors by military402
forces in 2011.403
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17 J) DEMERITS OF THE R2P PRINCIPLE IN HUMANITARIAN
INTERVENTION

Since the Syrian conflict, in 2011, approximately, over 280,000 people have been killed (The Global Centre for404
the Responsibility to Protect, 2016). The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs405
reported that as at October 2016, there were over 4.8 million Syrian refugees and at least 6.1 million internally406
displaced persons, which is the largest number of people displaced by any conflict in the world (The Global407
Centre for the Responsibility to Protect, 2016).It can hence be deduced from the views of these three research408
participants that the causes of conflict in Syria are socially, economically, politically and religiously motivated.409
These include ethnic cleansing, lack of good governance, corruption as well as unemployment, among a host of410
factors.411

16 i) Merits of the R2P principle in humanitarian intervention412

An interview with the Chief Superintendent of ZRP revealed that:413
From an internal security view point, the R2P acts as a way of preventing mass atrocities and violation of414

human rights as well as the commission of war crimes in Syria. The role of the police and or military personnel415
is to ensure that the most cherished values and beliefs, way of life, institutions of governance and unity, welfare416
as well as well-being of a nation are protected and continuously enhanced. Hence, in the Syrian context, these417
can only be achieved through military intervention using the R2P principle.418

This view was also stressed by the former UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon who said that the best form of419
protection is prevention. According to him, prevention saves lives as well as resources (UNSG, 2011). Similarly,420
Breau (2007) acknowledges that while others disagree with this view, in practice, preventive action has remained421
an under-utilized part of the R2P norm ??Breau, 2007).422

The official from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Desk responsible for Asia also pointed out that:423
The R2P principle by its very nature enables mobilisation of political support particularly when the state has424

failed to play its part. Without the assistance of other outsiders, the concerned nation is unable to deal or to425
suppress conflict arising to such an extent that it reaches unbearable levels.426

The Captain from Zimbabwe National Army however did not see any value in the R2P as he pointed out that:427
There are no merits in using the R2P in Syria since the conflict shows the manifestations of a third hand and428

in particular attempts to further a regime change agenda. The West led by the United States are demanding for429
the stepping down of Basshir Alassad which completely defeats the notion of R2P. It is surprising to note that430
the same Western forces are clandestinely financing the opposition/rebellion in Syria. In fact, the West’s double431
standards led by the USA defeats the very notion of R2P gospel they preach.432

The differing views above are partially in tandem with a study by ??ellamy (2009) who emphasised that433
the major contribution of the R2P is to advance the protection of the civilians through the mobilization of434
political support for operational preventive action in circumstances where a state is willing but unable to fulfil435
its obligations under the First Pillar of the R2P. Where there are initial signs of violence that threatens civilians,436
R2P may act as the catalyst for the international community to offer timely assistance to a state to 48 ( F )437
stabilise a volatile situation before it escalates to the point of mass atrocity crimes.438

17 j) Demerits of the R2P principle in humanitarian interven-439

tion440

Commenting on the demerits of the R2P in humanitarian intervention, the Chief Superintendent from ZRP noted441
that:442

The major weakness of the R2P is that UN peacekeeping operations should only be authorised when the443
consent of the host government has been obtained. In view of that, the conflict has continued to escalate without444
any intervention from the UNSC.445

In support of this view, Breau (2007) put it this way, the decisive international action to protect civilians446
has usually been taken only after full-scale conflict or mass violence has erupted. Likewise, ??ellamy (2009)447
affirmed that where there are initial signs of violence that threatens civilians, R2P may act as the catalyst for the448
international community to offer timely assistance to a state to stabilize a volatile situation before it escalates449
to the point of mass atrocity crimes. However, international involvement only occurs with the consent of the450
state and when forcefully it directly violates conventional understandings of territorial integrity and sovereign451
independence (Weiss, 2004).452

In the same vein, the Captain from the ZNA pointed out that:453
The demerits of the R2P lie in the principle’s inability to embrace its broader aspects and view it as a military454

intervention strategy applied only when the conflict has reached unprecedented levels. The R2P encompasses455
instruments like early warning, conflict prevention, mediation, good governance as well as even peace building456
and reconciliation, but, alas, all these are not utilised.457

The above assertion is in agreement with that of ??vans (2011) who pointed out that despite the emphasis458
that R2P has much broader aspects, there is nevertheless a persistent and widespread perception that R2P is459
essentially synonymous with military action in response to mass atrocities. Indeed, the elastic nature of the460
R2P definition has sometimes created confusion. This unfortunately contributes to resistance ofthe R2P by some461
quarters and has also led to a tendency to overlook the importance of non-military efforts to mitigate mass462
atrocities.463
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The above view by the Captain from ZNA was supported by Ministry of Foreign Affairs official from the464
International Affairs Desk responsible for Asia respondent put across that:465

The R2P is a complex norm that is very difficult to implement to dissimilar conflicts that arise in different466
nations and is not backed by a legal obligation to act. Its application is depended on precedence. In addition, the467
effective implementation of the R2P is greatly hampered by the divisions and fragmentations that exist between468
nations at regional and global levels which affect the provision of resources and expertise in the event of a conflict.469

Betts and Orchard (2014) buttressed the above statement by asserting that the R2P is a principled norm that470
does not create precise legal obligations and therefore its implementation is largely depended on practice and471
precedence According to Welsh (2014), the R2P is a complex norm containing more than one set of prescriptions,472
which not only apply to different actors but also exist at different levels of specificity. This means that there are473
substantial variations in the degree and nature of implementation of different prescriptions and that one set of474
prescriptions therefore may become more heavily ’weighted’ in the overall understanding of the norm.475

Welsh (2014:136) rightly stresses that ’whether or not military intervention occurs is not an appropriate test476
for effectiveness’.477

As was established by ??ehir (2012) in his study that it should be appreciated that currently there is no single478
world system which could effectively implement the R2P. As observed in the Libyan scenario, different elements479
were implemented by different actors at different levels. The fragmentation, divisions at regional and global level480
regarding the R2P that presently exist fuels criticism against application of R2P. The UN has also demonstrated481
its inability to implement its own resolution on the R2P due to significant resource gap. The UN does not have482
the military means for a rapidly deployable R2P operations and thus delegates the implementation to militarily483
more capable actors most of whom it has practically no oversight control. In that regard, this has tended to484
weaken the implementation of the R2P.485

From these assertions, it can therefore be concluded that the demerits of the R2P principle in humanitarian486
intervention include the need for approval by the state concerned in order to invoke the R2P to deal with conflicts,487
the inability of the R2P to embrace the broader aspects of not only using the military as the humanitarian488
intervention strategy to avert conflict from reaching unprecedented levels. Furthermore, the R2P principle is489
viewed as a complex norm that is very difficult to implement in dissimilar conflicts states especially with the fact490
that the invoking of the R2P should be backed by a legal obligation to act. Rather, its application is depended491
on practice and precedence. In addition, the effective implementation of the R2P is greatly hampered by the492
divisions and fragmentations that exist between nations at regional and global levels, this in turn, affect the493
provision of resources and expertise in the event of a conflict.494

The self-interests of the UNSC members in the Syrian crisis have been a major reason why both humanitarian495
interventions under the R2Phavefailed. The UNSC members have been perceived to be politically driven and496
tend to selectively apply interventions or norms in accordance with their interests as opposed to international497
world peace. This is evidenced by continued use of vetoes by Russia and China against any military interventions498
during the six year war in Syria.499

The official from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Desk responsible for Asia highlighted that:500
The self-interests of the UNSC members in the Syrian crisis has been characterised by divisions amongst the501

permanent members, (P5). Due to these divergent interests concrete action to end the conflict has not been502
undertaken. In response to the crisis in Syria, Russia has refused to side with the terms of Western permanent503
members of the UN Security Council, it has opposed any policy aimed at dictating the political process in Syria,504
especially those policies that could result in a military intervention or regime change. Resultantly, till to date,505
Russia has effectively prevented the endorsement of an intervention in Syria, despite calls by others. Together506
with China, Russia has vetoed three UN resolutions directed at Syria, and has repelled any pressure on the Syrian507
government. In light of that, the P5 has failed to act collectively and to find a solution that could prevent further508
escalation of the conflict in Syria.509

The Captain from the Zimbabwe National Army also pointed out that:510
None of the R2P principle in the Syrian conflict is irrelevant as the dynamic politics of the P5 are the very511

cause of the escalation of hostilities. While the West supports and arms the rebels, the East supports and arms512
the Syrian government. Furthermore, by continuously vetoing ceasefire proposals, some members of the P5 are513
grossly abusing their veto power for their interests. The world is witnessing how the P5 only unite if their interests514
are not affected as in the Libyan case. The Syrian crisis also illustrates an interesting point especially to Russia515
and America’s approaches to military interventions.516

The selective application of international norms by the P5 demonstrate the difficulty of diffusing conflicts517
especially were the interests of these powerful countries are concerned. To this end, mediation by neutral third518
parties acceptable to both the rebels and the Syrian government can bring the warring parties to the negotiating519
table. Dialogue can resolve the Syrian conflict especially if it seeks to foster a power sharing and inclusive520
Government of National Unity (GNU).521

The views above are supported by Zongze (2012) who noted that the U.N. Security Council is a political body522
which gives major power to its five permanent members. More often than not, its voting rules have ended in523
stalemate. This has been a major reason why both humanitarian intervention and R2P, have been remained to524
be politically driven and selective because of the workings of the U.N. Security Council. Zongze (2012) further525
points out that Arab and Western countries introduced draft resolutions in October 2011 as well as in 2012 calling526
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18 CONCLUSIONS

for an end to the flow of arms into Syria, that President Bashar al/Assad to yield key power to a deputy, for a527
government of national unity, and for preparations to hold free presidential and parliamentary elections. China528
and Russia have however vetoed all these resolutions as they resolutely opposed to any resolution which could529
set off a chain of events leading to one similar to UNSC Resolution 1973 that authorised military intervention530
in Libya. The two countries have further advanced several arguments that such a resolution, would put Syria531
on the path to civil war; the Security Council should not dictate internal politics and succession; and the only532
solution to the Syrian crisis is through an inclusive, Syrian led process to address the legitimate aspirations of533
the people in an environment free of violence and human rights abuses (Garwood-Gowers, 2012).534

It is also interesting to note that Russian has been the most explicit about the connection of Libya and Syria.535
It has repeatedly stated that it will not accept a ’Libya-style’ solution for Syria. The Russian President, Putin536
even went further to point out that; ”Learning from that bitter experience, we are against any UN Security537
Council resolutions that could be interpreted as a signal for military interference in the domestic processes of538
Syria” (”Russia’s Putin, 2012). It is also not difficult to appreciate that Russia has long-standing ties with539
Syria and sees these ties as a way to keep Russian influence in Middle East discussions including selling Syria540
military supplies and having a naval base in Syria. According to Russia, the veto is an ’indispensable element541
of the international system which ensures checks and balances’ and also stimulates members to seek compromise542
and consensus. Furthermore, the veto is a safeguard to the UN against ’doubtful undertakings’ such as the543
use of force over Kosovo in 1999, in Iraq in 2003 or the ’pushing of Syria towards collapse’ (Garwood-Gowers,544
2012). Additionally, Russia believes that not vetoing Libya led to the bombing and toppling of the ’legitimate545
government’ hence continues to stoutly resist efforts to authorise any robust resolution for dealing with the Syrian546
crisis.547

China has rather strict and traditional understanding regarding state sovereignty and noninterference in the548
internal affairs, China supports Pillar 1 of the R2P and in regard to Pillar 2, the country continues to call for a549
’constructive assistance’ on the 50 ( F )550

part of the international community by respecting the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the host country551
(Zongze, 2012). An editorial in the People?s Daily referred to Libya as ’a negative case study’ (Garwood-Gowers,552
2012). Zongze (2012) further argues that Libya demonstrated how the R2P proved nothing more than the pursuit553
of hegemony in the name of humanity hence Russia and China have used a double veto in the Security Council554
to block even mild punishments for Syria. China therefore calls for a peaceful solution first in Syria and only555
supports the use of force if that is conducted in a prudent way, authorised by the Security Council and on a556
case-by-case basis.557

V.558

18 Conclusions559

The R2P principle is an important norm which should be invoked in shaping military intervention in Syria has560
become paramount in order to save many innocent Syrian civilians from mass atrocities in the protracted civil561
war. This finding is in sync with the United Nations General Assembly World Summit Outcome Document (2005)562
which articulated that the R2P approach assigns states the primary responsibility to protect its citizens from563
war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide and ethnic cleansing. However, the Syrian conflict demonstrates564
that the application of R2P principle has been selective. The relative inaction of the UNSC in Syria cast a deep565
shadow on the future of the R2P principle.566

The study findings have revealed that the causes of the Syrian conflict are multi-faceted as they range from567
social, economic, political and religious factors. They include ethnic cleansing, dictatorship, repressions, lack568
of good governance, corruption, unemployment, among others. The conflict has further been perpetuated due569
to clash of interests among the permanent members of the United Nations Security Council some of whom570
are furthering what appears to be a regime change agenda in Syria. The above findings are in sync with the571
observations made by Thakur (2013) were he noted that the Syrian conflict erupted in March 2011 after the572
torture of some students who had painted anti-government graffiti.573

The merits of the R2P outweigh its demerits. The merits of the R2P make it a vital norm in preventing the574
commission of mass atrocities in conflict torn states such as Syria. Furthermore, the R2P principle calls for the575
intervention of the international community particularly when the country concerned has failed to play its part576
in stopping the atrocities being committed. The use of the military intervention however should be invoked as577
a last resort if all other instruments have failed to achieve peace. The above findings are supported by Thakur578
(2013) who is of the view that military intervention or threats thereof can indeed be useful tools for preventing579
or halting mass atrocities.580

The study findings have also revealed that despite the R2P having some advantages it also has some demerits.581
These include that UN peacekeeping operations should only be authorised when the consent of the host582
government has been obtained. In view of such a scenario, the conflict thus continues to escalate. The R2P583
is no doubt a complex norm that is very difficult to implement in various conflicts that arise in different nations584
and is not backed by any legal obligation to act. This is supported by Welsh (2014) who noted that the R2P is585
a complex norm containing more than one set of prescriptions, which cannot be uniformly applied to differing586
conflicts. Its application is depended on precedence. In addition, the effective implementation of the R2P is587
greatly hampered by the divisions and fragmentations that exist between nations at regional and global levels588
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which affect the provision of resources and expertise in the event of a conflict. It is essential for UN member589
states to first exhaust various components like early warning, conflict prevention, mediation as well as even peace590
building and reconciliation. ??vans (2011) disputes the widespread perception that R2P is synonymous with591
military action as the R2P has much broader aspects which can be effectively exploited. This has resulted in the592
R2P being applied selectively and inconsistently by powerful Western states in furthering a regime change agenda.593
The R2P principle does not create precise legal obligations and therefore its implementation is largely depended594
on practice and precedence (Betts & Orchard, 2014). There is no doubt that the R2P is not an international legal595
rule hence its implementation largely depends on the political decisions of the United Nations Security Council596
which cannot be enforced without the consent of its members. The enforcement has on many occasions been597
impeded by a veto of a member of the P5.598

The self-interests of the UNSC members in the Syrian crisis have been a major reason why both humanitarian599
interventions under R2Phave failed. The UNSC members have been perceived to be politically driven and tend600
to selectively apply interventions or norms in accordance with their self-interests as opposed to international601
world peace. This is evidenced by continued use of vetoes by Russia and China against any military interventions602
during the six year war in Syria. The conflict in Syria has left the world in a quandary especially when the603
Security Council fails to act in the case of mass atrocity. Zongze (2012) noted that China supports ’constructive604
assistance’ on the part of the international community by respecting the sovereignty and territorial integrity of605
the host country. Garwood-Gowers (2012) is of the view that Russia believes that not vetoing Libya led to the606
bombing and toppling of the ”legitimate government” hence continues to stoutly resist efforts to authorize any607
robust resolution for dealing with the Syrian crisis. China has rather strict and Volume XVIII Issue III Version608
I 51 ( F ) traditional understanding regarding state sovereignty and non-interference in the internal affairs609

The self-interests of the UNSC members in the Syrian crisis have been characterised by divisions amongst610
the permanent members (P5). In response to the crisis in Syria, Russia has refused to side with proposals611
by Western permanent members of the UN Security Council aimed at dictating the political process in Syria,612
especially those that could result in a military intervention or regime change. Similarly, Russia has also prevented613
the endorsement of an intervention in Syria, despite calls by others. Together with China, Russia has vetoed614
three UN resolutions against Syria. The P5 has failed to act collectively in find a lasting solution that could615
prevent further escalation of the Syrian conflict. Given the dynamics of the UNSC it may be necessary for a616
regional organisation or coalition to authorise and undertake the limited use of force to protect populations from617
mass atrocities.618

19 VI.619

20 Recommendations620

The United Nations needs to urgently invoke military intervention under the R2P in order to end the mass621
atrocities in Syria. The R2P principle calls for the intervention of the international community particularly when622
the country concerned has failed to play its part in stopping the atrocities being committed. The use of the623
military intervention however should be invoked as a last resort if all other instruments have failed to achieve624
peace.625

The United Nations member-states should become norm implementers in order to protect the credibility626
of the R2P. It is the responsibility of the member states to protect the credibility of the R2P through being627
norm implementers. There is need for the UN Security Council to be reformed as its current structure places628
disproportionate amount of power and influence of the international community in the hands of a mere five629
nations. The argument of many critics of the United Nations Security Council is that it is not effective and630
that it needs to be fundamentally reformed. The loudest calls for reform come from those who believe that the631
inclusion of a host of new permanent members is the answer to the effectiveness deficit. Others argue that it is632
folly to suggest that the addition of new permanent members would amount to meaningful reform.633

The UNSC members to take greater care to consider geopolitical implications of intervention; steps including634
writing more detail into how R2P-related resolutions should be implemented and by whom. The work of the635
United Nations impacts people around the world on issues related to peace and security and hence the need to636
create common ground in coming up with the way the Responsibility to Protect Principle related resolutions637
should be executed.638

The United Nations member-states and regional organizations such as African Union, European Union, among639
others to impose sanctions and diplomatic pressure on governments committing atrocities against their own640
populations. It should be noted that sovereignty not only gives a state the right to control its affairs, it also641
confers on the state primary responsibility for protecting the people within its borders. It was proposed that642
when a State fails to protect its people either through lack of ability or a lack of willingness the responsibility643
shifts to the broader international community. 1644

1© 2018 Global JournalsThe Responsibility to Protect Principle in Shaping International Military Intervention:
The Case of Syria
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